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Electron microscopic study on SrGdMnO4
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Abstract

Single crystals of SrGdMnO4 have been synthesized by the floating zone method. The structure was characterized as the K2NiF4-type,
using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Presence of weak reflections breaking the archetypal tetrag-
o nit cell of
a hetype.
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nal symmetry was observed from the selected area diffraction (SAD). The compound was found to have an orthorhombic u
∼= b = 0.532(4) nm,c = 1.271(6) nm, by taking thea andb axes along the diagonal directions on the basal plane of the tetragonal arc
tructural change occurred around 1018 K. The weak reflections disappeared in the SAD pattern, suggesting that crystal is of th
bove 1018 K.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Compounds of (La, Sr)2MO4 (M = Mn, Cu, Ni, Cr or
e) with the K2NiF4-type structure have been the focus
f research attention due to their electric and magnetic
ehaviours. Crystals of La2−xSrxMnO4 with 0.7≤ x ≤ 1.2
ere reported to take a tetragonal structure with the space
roup of I4/mmm [1]. Omata et al. prepared ceramics of
a2−xSrxMnO4 with a wider range of 1.0≤ x ≤ 2.0 and
eported the lattice parameters and electrical conductivities
2]. Benabad et al. reported that the compounds of SrLnMnO4
Ln = La, Nd, Sm and Gd) take the K2NiF4-type structure
ith c/a ratios ranging from 3.445 to 3.428[3].
In recent years, modifications having lower symmetries

han that of the archetypalI4/mmm have been reported for the
2NiF4-type structure. For example, La1.54Sr0.46NiO4 and
a1.91Sr0.09CuO4.12 take the monoclinic[4] and orthorhom-
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bic [5] structures, respectively. The structure relation
and phase transitions among these modifications an
archetype have been investigated and discussed in ter
the octahedral tilting system[6–9].

Recently, we succeeded in synthesizing a new comp
SrGdMnO4 by the floating zone method[10]. Structura
characterization of the compound was thus performed u
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and transmission electron mic
scope (TEM) with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS

2. Experimental procedure

Starting materials of high-purity (99.9%) SrCO3, Gd2O3
and Mn2O3 went through the heat treatment for purificat
before weighing. These materials were mixed in an a
mortar in a stoichiometric composition of Sr:Gd:Mn be
equal to 1:1:1. The mixture was compressed in a rubber
into a rod shape under hydrostatic pressures. The rod
heated at 1273 K for 9 h in Ar gas atmosphere, and th
925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jallcom.2004.12.181
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1673 K for 48 h. The obtained product was confirmed to be
a single phase of polycrystalline SrGdMnO4 by XRD. The
rod was placed in a floating zone (FZ) furnace equipped with
the bi-ellipsoidal halogen lamp. Crystals were grown from
the melt at the growth rate of 20 mm/h. Details of the growth
experiment will be published elsewhere[10]. Crystals used
for the present study are as-grown crystals except for the
quench experiment described in Section3.2. The quenched
sample used in 3.2 was annealed in a 1% H2–Ar atmosphere
at 1273 K for 5 days, followed by rapid quenching to room
temperature.

The crystal was crushed into powder for powder XRD
experiment. The crushed specimen was scooped with carbon-
coated copper microgrids for the TEM observation. The TEM
(JEOL-3000F) can provide electron probes with a full width
at half maximum of around 0.5 nm as well as a sufficiently
high current for the point- and mapping-analyses by EDS.

The in situ observation was performed using a thermal
stage in TEM (JEM-2000EX, EM-SHTH specimen holder,
Japan). The temperature of the stage was controlled manu-
ally from room temperature to 1018 K with a heating rate of
approximately 973 K/h. The temperature was kept at 973 K
for 30 min, and again increased to 1018 K. The observation
was done at 673, 973 and 1018 K.
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with lattice parametersa = 0.532(4) nm andc = 1.271(6) nm.
Although the electron microscopy experiments revealed a
faint but clear sign of symmetry changes from tetragonal to
orthorhombic as described later, the difference between the
a andb lengths was too small to be detected by the use of
conventional powder XRD.

Geometrical relationship of the present crystal to the
underlying archetypal structure with unit cell vectorsat, bt
andct can be given asat = (a − b)/2, bt = (a + b)/2 andct = c.
The space group of the archetype can be converted from
I4/mmm toF4/mmm when the unit cell vectors are taken along
the same directions as the present crystal.

Typical SAD patterns of the compound are shown in
Fig. 1a–c, which were taken from [0 0 1], [1̄ 1 0] and [2 1̄1]
zone axes, respectively. The reflections with strong intensi-
ties satisfy a condition,h k l all even or all odd, and are those
allowed for theF4/mmm symmetry. On the other hand, the
SAD patterns inFigs. 1a and 2cindicate a presence of extra
reflections with weak intensities which do not conform to the
archetypal symmetry. Presence of 1 2 0 and 2 1 0 reflections
in Fig. 1a disagrees with theP42/ncm symmetry reported for
La2CuO4 [7], which excludes theh k 0 reflections withh + k
odd. Possibility of the double diffraction effect was exam-
ined but ended with a conclusion that this was not the case
for the 1 2 0 and 2 1 0 reflections. Detailed, though limited,
search to find systematic extinction rules was performed from
t were
n
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. Results and discussion

.1. Symmetry

The stability of the A2BX4-structure is often discussed
erms of the tolerance factort [11]. The t-values of variou

2NiF4-type compounds fall in the range of 0.8 <t < 1.0[9].
hen t approaches the lower limit, the structure is sub

o distortion and the symmetry changes from tetragon
rthorhombic or monoclinic[9]. The t-value of 0.881 fo
rGdMnO4 is slightly smaller than 0.901 for LaSrMnO4 with
rchetypal K2NiF4 structure[9].

Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of SrGdMnO4 showed
hat the peaks could be indexed based on a tetragonal un

Fig. 1. Typical SAD patterns of SrGdMnO4 take
he SAD patterns. The 1 1 0, 1 0 1 and 0 1 1 reflections
ot observed. The apparent presence of 0k 0 andh 0 0 reflec-

ions withh andk taking odd numbers in the [0 0 1] zone a
AD pattern were explained by the double diffraction ef
ecause no such reflections were observed in the [01 0] and
2 0 1] zone axis SAD patterns. The series of 0 0l reflections
ith l odd were systematically absent as shown inFig. 1b.
heh 0 l, 0k l reflections withl odd were also systematica
bsent.

Orthorhombicity of the crystal was examined by m
uring the distances of (2 0 0)* and (0 2 0)* in Fig. 1a
sing vernier calipers. The measurement was refere

o the polycrystalline rings of the Au film. The ratio
he (0 2 0)* /(2 0 0)* spacing was thus determined to

(a) the [0 0 1] zone axis, (b) [1̄ 1 0] and (c) [2 1̄1].
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Fig. 2. Changes in SAD patterns of SrGdMnO4 heated in TEM device at: (a) room temperature, (b) 673 K, (c) 973 K and (d) 1018 K.

0.994, suggesting a possible orthorhombic distortion for
SrGdMnO4. If the crystal is orthorhombic, these extinction
rules uniquely lead toPccm as a possible space group for
SrGdMnO4 at room temperature.

Aleksandrov[8] carried out a crystallographic analysis on
the possible structural variants in the A2BX4 family arising
from the tilting of BX6 octahedra. In addition to the octa-
hedral tilting, the Jahn–Teller (J–T) distortion accompanies
in the case of Mn3+O6. This effect manifests itself in the
changes of unit cell size and thec/a ratio in Sr1+xLa1−xMnO4
(0 <x < 1) [3]. In SrGdMnO4, the cation valence can be
assumed as Sr2+, Gd3+ and Mn3+. If a d4 high spin state
is assumed for the electron configuration of Mn3+, the crys-
tal field can be stabilized by the tetragonal elongation of the
coordinating O6 octahedron along thec-axis. This sort of
J–T distortion, however, may contribute little to the symme-
try changes from tetragonal to orthorhombic. Therefore, the
appearance of weak reflections on thea* –b* plane should be
related to the tilting of MnO6 octahedra, and accordingly to
the orthorhombicPccm distortion.

In the case of BaLnMnO4 (Ln = Pr or Nd), a similar
unit cell of 0.5 nm× 0.5 nm× 1.2 nm to SrGdMnO4 was
reported[12,13]. However, the [0 0 1] zone axis SAD pat-
tern of BaPrMnO4 [13] is different from the present crystal
in that the 1 1 0 reflection is absent in SrGdMnO4.

In the copper-bearing KNiF -type structures, i.e.,
L
v have
n the
s c

Pccm structure. A detailed single crystal X-ray diffraction
analysis is being undertaken.

3.2. Structural transition at high temperatures

The structural phase transition in SrGdMnO4 was inves-
tigated with increasing temperature by TEM.Fig. 2 shows
SAD patterns taken from [̄2 0 1] at room temperature in (a),
673 K in (b), 973 K in (c) and 1018 K in (d) using the as-
grown crystal. The weak reflections disappeared at 1018 K.
These findings show that a structural transition occurs from
orthorhombic to tetragonal around 1018 K and the crystal
takes the archetypal structure above that temperature.

Similar disappearance was confirmed in a quenched spec-
imen at room temperature.Fig. 3 shows SAD patterns of
the quenched specimen taken from the [0 0 1] zone axis in (a)
and [̄1 0 0] in (b). No weak reflections forbidden forF4/mmm
were observed between the parent reflections underlying the
archetype structure.

3.3. Microstructure

The microstructure of SrGdMnO4 as-grown crystals was
analyzed by SEM–EDS and TEM–EDS. This was done
because the Sr component is apt to vaporize in Sr-bearing
compounds in the course of melt-growth owing to its high
v

this
c fig-
u . As
2 4
a2MO4 (M = Cu, Ni) [14–17]and La2−xBaxCuO4 [18,19],
arious space groups have been reported so far. We
oticed that our electron diffraction data are essentially
ame as those of La1.9Ba0.1CuO4 [19] with the orthorhombi
apor pressure at elevated temperatures.
Fig. 4 is a TEM image of a crushed specimen of

ompound. The two regions enclosed by circles in the
re were found to have different chemical compositions
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Fig. 3. SAD patterns of quenched SrGdMnO4 taken from (a) the [1 0 0] zone axis and (b) [1̄ 0 0].

Fig. 4. TEM image of SrGdMnO4 involving two regions with different chemical compositions enclosed by the circles. Insets are corresponding SAD patterns.

shown in the EDS spectra inFig. 4, the region 1 was esti-
mated to be a stoichiometric SrGdMnO4 1:1 composition
while the region 2 is Sr-deficient with an estimated composi-
tion of Sr0.7Gd1.3MnO4.15. In spite of difference in Sr content
in these two regions, the SAD patterns are similar as shown
in the insets ofFig. 4, suggesting an isomorphous structure
for these regions. It is also notable that no clear boundary
between them was detectable from this study.

4. Conclusions

Crystals of SrGdMnO4 were prepared by the floating zone
method. The structure was investigated by X-ray diffrac-
tion and transmission electron microscopy. Presence of extra
reflections with weak intensities was detected between the
present strong reflections underling the archetypal K2NiF4

structure with tetragonalI4/mmm symmetry. The extinction
rules of SrGdMnO4 at room temperature resemble those of
La1.9Ba0.1CuO4 with the orthorhombicPccm structure.

A structural phase transition was observed around 1018 K
for SrGdMnO4 on the thermal stage in TEM device. The SAD
pattern of the specimen above 1018 K showed the disappear-
ance of the extra reflections with weak intensities, indicating
that the high temperature phase is ofI4/mmm archetype. A
similar absence of the extra reflections with weak intensi-
ties was also confirmed in the quenched specimen at room
temperature.

Most part of the crystal was identified to have a
stoichiometric composition of SrGdMnO4, nevertheless a
Sr-deficient region was found occasionally. The chem-
ical composition of the region was determined to be
Sr0.7Gd1.3MnO4.15 whose symmetry was supposed to be the
same as that of SrGdMnO4.
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